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Abstract: The production of electronic texts on the Internet in digital librar-
ies and archives increases every day and the need for adequate software tools 
that would enable users to manipulate texts and automatically process them 
increases with it. In the first part of the paper, various definitions of the Infor-
mation extraction field, the short history of the development of Ie methods, 
and its different types and possible applications shall be presented. there are 
various methods of information extraction. some are simple methods based on 
pattern matching, and some that use finite-state automata, context-free gram-
mars or statistical models which are rather more complex. In the second part 
of the paper, the method for the precise automatic string recognition in a ser-
bian language digital text of a serbian name and a surname, as well as english 
names transcribed in serbian, will be presented and analyzed. personal names 
represent an important part of the lexica of written texts regardless of their 
form, printed or electronic, and they are widely researched in the information 
extraction field. the method that is described in this work has been developed 
in lADl (Laboratoire d’Automatique Documentaire et Linguistique).
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1. An Ocean of Digital Words
A society of information offers almost a limit-

less amount of information to everyone. Without 
the usage of intelligent, efficient applications for 
information extraction, which are based on highly 
advanced techniques and methods, one can bene-
fit only from the smallest part of potential offered 
by new technology (piskorski 1999). If we de-
fine information as a result of collecting, process-
ing, manipulating and organizing data in order to 
present new knowledge to the recipient, than it 
can be said that a piece of data is a basic element 
of information. In information technology, data 
can take on different forms: it can be presented 
as a number (or a number sequence), a character 
(a word, a word sequence...), a picture, audio or 
video material, etc... In each case, data is record-
ed on some type of medium: from cave drawings, 
papyrus or leather, up to modern-day DVDs. One 
of the distinguishing characteristics of mediums 
is their density, i.e. how much data they hold, and, 
based on this, the amount of information that is 
able to be stored on them. It has been estimated 
that about two thousand books can be digitally 
stored on a DVD (Digital Video Disk, Digital Ver-
satile Disk – an optical medium for data storage).1 
If the average number of words per book is esti-
mated to be fifty thousand, then, through simple 
calculation, an estimated one hundred million 
words can be stored on only one DVD. therein, 
how many words are then stored on more than 
two hundred million web-pages?2 If this phenom-
enon is observed from this point of view, it is not 
surprising that finding the information requested 
is a great challenge. Different domains of infor-
mation science have been working on achieving 
this goal: finding information on the Internet or 

1 In the form of MS Word documents (which are in a .doc 
format). this is a “rough” estimation because data can vary 
significantly depending on the form in which it is recorded:, 
ex: doc, txt, pdf documents’ formats.
2 http://news.netcraft.com/archives/2010/01/07/january_2010 
_web_server_survey.html

in a digital text on a user’s computer and finding 
the documents requested which refer to specified 
key words on the Internet or in the documents on 
a user’s computer. the greatest amount of infor-
mation people encounter every day needs to be 
processed in order to carry out various purposes 
in written form. Among language processing ap-
plications, an important place belongs to those 
applications that deal with automatic indexing, 
classification and retrieval from large collections 
of digital texts, as well as extracting information 
from them (Grisham 1997). the number of texts 
on the Internet, as well as the number of texts that 
need to be stored in archives and digital librar-
ies, is increasing daily. With the rising number 
of users that need to obtain necessary informa-
tion in the shortest time possible, advanced com-
puter tools that facilitate text manipulation and 
automatic processing of language resources are 
in high demand. Users are looking for informa-
tion extraction systems that can maintain a high 
degree of recall and precision, and have the ad-
ditional ability to be adjusted to new and various 
users’ requests, which are also able to do so in 
the shortest amount of time. the objective is to 
develop extraction systems that can be easily ad-
justed in order to apply them to texts from differ-
ent domains (economics, politics, sports, finance, 
etc…) or from different periods (to texts from 
2009, as well as to texts from 1940). these are the 
properties that would allow for the smooth navi-
gation trough a huge sea of digital information.

2. Information Extraction
the aim of searching for information as a field 

of Information sciences is to search for informa-
tion in documents or a collection of documents. 
this consists of two main subfields: the focus of 
Information retrieval is to retrieve entire docu-
ments (this search is based on each document’s 
metadata or on key words or individual terms), 
while the focus of Information extraction is to 
extract information recorded in the documents 
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themselves (mitkov 2003). this search can be 
done over stand-alone relational databases or 
over hypertextually-networked databases such 
as the World Wide Web (WWW). Both of these 
fields have been being developed independently, 
and have their own literature, theory, praxis and 
technology. searching for information is inter-
disciplinary, as most fields in Information sci-
ences are based on many different disciplines: 
Information sciences, mathematics, librari-
anship, cognitive psychology, linguistic, and 
statistics, just to mention a few. Automatic sys-
tems for searching for information are used to 
decrease information overload and to provide 
access to data needed in the fastest way possi-
ble. many universities and public libraries use 
such systems to gain access to books, magazines 
and other documents. some of the subfields in 
searching for information include:

1. Name Entity Recognition: recognition of 
the names of people and organizations, geograph-
ic names of places, time expressions and specific 
types of numeral expressions. these systems are 
based either on linguistic models (which usually 
require months of work by experienced linguists 
to be developed), or on statistical models.

2. Co-reference: identification of name ex-
pression sequences that refer to the same object, 
for example anaphora is a co-reference.

3. Terminology Extraction: finding relevant 
terms from a given text corpus.

Information extraction is a process that recog-
nizes specific information in an unmarked text as 
input, and produces unique data in a fixed format 
as a result. the aim is to find silent facts about 
predefined types of events, names and relations. 
Information extraction is a different form of in-
formation retrieval which tries to find entire doc-
uments that might be relevant to the user.

3. From Z. Harris to DARPA
two different development periods can be 

distinguished in the history of information ex-
traction. In the first, handwritten rules are pre-

pared and implemented in real systems, while 
the second period is characterized by systems 
based on machine learning rules. two different 
developmental paths in research have brought 
Information extraction to its present level: pre-
Web research began its with work on newspaper 
articles published before the time of the Internet, 
while more recent research has been focusing on 
specially structured web pages. merging the re-
sults and methods of these two paths has led to 
the escalation of research in this area. 

the idea of finding relevant information from 
texts is not new one: In the 1950s, the American 
linguist and mathematician Zelling Harris spoke 
of the importance of structuring with meta-lin-
guistic data. In the 1970s, the American medi-
cal Association sponsored The Linguistic String 
Project Group at the University of New York to 
develop a system that converts patient discharge 
summaries into an appropriate form (the confer-
ence on Data systems languages (cODAsYl) 
database management system) (sager 1981). 
One of the first reported Ie systems which op-
erated on texts that have unrestricted topics was 
FrUmp (Fast Reading, Understanding and 
Memory Program), implemented by Gerald de 
jong in 1977 (Jong 1982). Using a newswire 
network as its data source, Dejong’s program, 
sought to match each new story with a relevant 
script on the basis of keywords and conceptual 
sentence analysis (summary string). A generated 
string that would be attached to the analyzed text 
could include keywords, abstract parts, and indi-
vidual terms. In the 1980s, Da silva and Dwig-
gins developed a system to extract satellite-flight 
information from reports produced by monitors 
around the world (Dasilva & Dwiggins 1980). 
their system was restricted to a single sentence 
and lacked methodology for extracting complete 
event descriptions. G.p. Zarri began in the early 
1980s to work on an Ie system which extracted 
information about relationships and meetings 
between various French historical figures from 
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texts describing their activities (Zarri 1983). In 
1981, j.r. cowie developed an Ie system that 
extracted canonical structures from field-guide 
descriptions of plants and animals (cowie 1996). 
this system used simple information to populate 
a fixed-record structure. One of the sources for 
its research was wild plant descriptions taken 
directly from a popular book on the subject. 
properties such as size, shape and color were 
abstracted from the descriptions and related to 
parts of the plants used. the resulting output was 
a standardized hierarchical structure supporting 
only significant features of the description. 

All research that took place in the 1980s 
significantly differs from the research that took 
place in the 1990s, which improved in all as-
pects owing to DArpA and mUc conferences. 
the main difference between the two was the 
size of text collections used for processing. the 
increased attention and fast development in this 
area were probably mostly due to the DArpA 
initiative (Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency) which initiated a series of conferences 
from 1987 to 1995 that initiated the develop-
ment of information extraction systems around 
the world. Message Understanding Conferenc-
es, MUC placed numerous standards in many 
fields of natural language processing, including 
Information extraction, and contributed largely 
to the development of Ie systems throughout 
the world. these conferences gathered experts 
from Us Government and Ie experts that pre-
sented their accomplishments (jackson 2002). 
DArpA as a conference manager placed objec-
tives for the evaluation of different Ie systems, 
and created a competitive climate during the 
conferences. At the 7th conference (mUc-7) all 
Ie results had to produce a pre-defined output 
(chinchor 1998):

1. entities with their attributes are extracted 
in the Template Element Task:
a) entity – organization, person, artifact
b) location

2. relationships between two or more enti-
ties are extracted in the Template Relation task:
a) location (of)
b) employee (of)
c) product (of)

3. events with various entities playing roles 
in and/or entering certain relations are extracted 
in the Scenario Template task

Ie researchers presented different methods 
(techniques) at mUc conferences that were to 
be later described in scientific papers (Grisham 
1996).

4. Finite-State Automata in Information 
Extraction

One approach to information extraction is 
based on using lexical recognition methods in 
combination with finite-state transducers (Fst) 
(manning 2008). the development of Ie systems 
based on lexical recognition and tagging started 
in the 1980s. In general, every word from a text 
is matched with forms from a dictionary in the 
text analysis phase which is called lexical recog-
nition, and the result of this recognition process 
is the assignment of all potential lemmas to all 
recognized word forms from a text, as well as 
to all potential sets of grammatical categories. 
thanks to the effective representation of both a 
text and a used dictionary, (produced and used by 
the system itself) this recognition is, regardless 
of the size of a text and a dictionary, able to be 
done very quickly. 

A prominent example of this kind of a system 
was Intex3 by Max Silberztein, from which two 
independent systems (still in use today) were de-
veloped, Unitex4 and Nooj5. the power of these 
systems lies in the fact that they analyze the text 
by using built-in morphological dictionaries of 
the language of the text that is being processed. 

3 Intex homepage: http://msh.univ-fcomte.fr/intex/
4 Unitex homepage: http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/
5 Nooj homepage: http://www.nooj4nlp.net
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electronic morphological dictionaries used by 
these systems are built in a theoretical and meth-
odological framework established by Maurice 
Gross. For this reason, the format of these dic-
tionaries is often called the lADl format, which 
is an abbreviation standing for the name of the 
cNrs laboratory - Laboratoire d’Automatique 
Documentaire et Linguistique - which maurice 
Gross founded and has managed for many years. 
Dictionaries in this format were developed not 
only for French, but also for english, Greek, 
portuguese, russian, Korean, Italian, spanish, 
Norwegian, Arabic, German, polish, Bulgarian 
and serbian.6 the extraction process is per-
formed in a systems application environment: in 
this paper, Unitex, which enables the construc-
tion, implementation and exploitation of finite-
state transducers shall be presented. the extrac-
tion process uses: 

1. Electronic dictionaries are a special 
form of morphological dictionaries that con-
tain detailed descriptions of morphosyntactic 
characteristics of a given language, as well as 
their syntactic and semantic features. these dic-
tionaries are chiefly used by computer applica-
tions and are not meant for everyday personal 
use. this component combines several diction-
aries of which the most important are: DelAs 
for simple words, DelAF for inflected simple 
forms, DelAc for compounds and DelAcF 
for inflected compounds.

2. Local grammars in the form of finite-
state automata, Fsts are applied to a text that 
has already been tagged using electronic dic-
tionaries. several Fsts are often connected in 
a special grammar system, called a local gram-
mar, in relation to the desired goal of the user’s 

6 morphological e-dictionaries of serbian were developed 
by c. Krstev and D. Vitas from the Natural language 
processing Group working at the Faculty of mathematics, 
University of Belgrade. At the time of writing this paper, 
the electronic dictionary of serbian language has 81,000 
lemmas and forms 1,118,000 word forms.

search. these local grammars can be used for 
string or sequence extraction from a pre-pro-
cessed text. local grammars can be represented 
in a form of: 
a) A regular expression is the most efficient 
and the fastest searching method when a query 
is composed of no more than two or three sim-
ple patterns. It can be expressed using literal 
word forms (“kuća”, english: house), specific 
lexical forms (<kuća.N> represents all inflected 
forms of the noun kuća) or more general lexical 
forms (<N> which stands for any potential noun 
form).
b) A graph is a visual representation of a finite-
state automata or transducer (an automaton with 
output information other than “accept/does not 
accept”). Graphs are a visual method for formu-
lating a query, in which the same patterns can be 
used as in regular expressions. A graph consists 
of nodes, and every node contains, even in the 
simplest case, a simple pattern or a regular ex-
pression. Nodes are connected with arcs. each 
graph contains two special nodes, a start-node 
and an end-node. A graph recognizes a sequence 
of word forms (and punctuation marks and other 
characters) in a text if there is such a path in a 
graph connecting its initial node and the end-
node that all patterns from path-nodes match 
word forms form a text in the order specified 
by a path. In more complex cases, the node (or 
nodes) in one graph can refer to another graph. 
this simplifies graph production, because the 
same sub-graphs can be used several times in the 
same graph or in another graph. 

the basic principles that should be followed 
in the development of local grammars are:
a) Modularity which means that a grammar sys-
tem can be decomposed into smaller modules 
that can be freely combined with other modules 
according to the requirements of the search. 
b) Economy represents the cost-benefit ratio 
between time and work invested in preparing a 
query and the quality of the results obtained.
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c) Flexibility represents the possibility of adapt-
ing an existing system for different search needs. 
this last principle is directly related to the princi-
ple of modularity, because modules facilitate the 
fast adaptation and development of a completely 
different graph query.

there have been numerous attempts to per-
form an Ie based on lexical recognition. m.roux, 
m.el Zant and j.royauté, members of a French 
research group at the laboratoire d’informatique 
fondamentale, constructed a system that extract-
ed news about sArs in the collection of medi-
cal articles (roux 2006). A research group from 
munich (the group members are michaela Gei-
erhos, Olivier Blanc and sandra Bsiri) has de-
veloped a system iBeCool which extracts biblio-
graphic data from electronic texts (Geierhos et 
al. 2008). A system that recognizes news about 
attacks on the basis of nationality in serbian lan-
guage newspaper texts is presented in (Krstev et 
al. 2007).

5. Why Proper Names?
proper names represent a significant segment 

of the lexica in written texts. their representa-
tiveness mainly depends on the text type. sig-
nificant oscillations exist between their occur-
rences in literal texts as compared to newspaper 
articles. For instance, in the serbian translation 
of Orwell’s 1984, from the 89,874 simple word 
forms there are 1,280 (1.42%) occurrences of 
proper names. A similar relationship between 
the total number of words and proper names 
can be detected in many literary texts. A differ-
ent situation exists in newspaper articles: there 
are as many as 28,039 (6.5%) occurrences of 
proper names in one sample text from a ser-
bian news agency, dated from 2004. this con-
tains 431,332 simple word forms. Among these 
proper names, there are 6,021 occurrences of 
personal names, first names and surnames, 
which represent 21.5% of all the occurrences 
of proper names, or 1.4% of all simple word 

forms. the number of occurrences of personal 
names in newspaper texts is much greater than 
their average occurrence and their forms are 
various, which allows for different analyses: 
the frequency of occurrences of personal names 
in general, the frequency of occurrences in texts 
depending on the topic, the author, the year of 
publication or the type of a journal, the forms 
of their appearances (the first and last name, 
the last name only, a nickname with the first 
and last name, etc…), the frequency of occur-
rences of female vs. male names (depending on 
the newspaper column, for example) and many 
others. 

6 The Challenge of Personal Names in 
Information Extraction

the extraction of personal names and sur-
names in the serbian is not a straightforward task 
for several reasons.

1. Homonymy is exceptionally high in ser-
bian. For example:
а) some frequent surnames are also first names – 
Milić (Milić Vukašinović, marko Milić)
b) some frequent first names are also surnames – 
Novak (Novak tomić, marija Novak)
c) some first names are used both for men and 
women – Vanja or Saša
d) many surnames are homonymous with other 
proper names, such as the names of mountains 
(Velebit is a surname and the name of a moun-
tain in croatia), rivers (Tara is a river and a first 
name), inhabitants of cities, regions or coun-
tries: Kolašinac, Ličanin (a surname and the 
name for an inhabitant of the city Kolašin or the 
region Lika), Sofija (a first name and the name 
of the city Sofija), Bugarin (a surname and the 
name for an inhabitant of Bugarska − “Bulgar-
ia”). many small inhabited places were named 
after the names of some of the eminent families 
living there and so they are homonymous with 
the plural forms of that family’s name, as Bečići 
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(a small town on the Adriatic coast) vs. the sur-
name Bečići.
е) surnames are often homonymous with other 
common names, the first name Dunja is also the 
name for the plant “quince”, the surname Čavka 
is also the name for the animal “jackdaw”, the 
surname Kralj is also the title “king”. 

2. The Ambiguity of Forms: For many mas-
culine first names, their corresponding female 
names exist with many coinciding inflected 
forms: Ivan and Ivana, Zoran and Zorana, jovan 
and jovana, and so on.

3. many personal name forms are homo-
graphs with other common words, for instance, 
verbs or adjectives (e.g. the feminine nomina-
tive singular form of the adjective divan “won-
derful” if capitalized can also be the feminine 
first name Divna).

7 Automata for the Extraction of Full 
Personal Names

Before the construction of our finite-state 
transducers can be presented, some additional 
information needs to be given: 

1) a lemma in a DelAF е-dictionary has the 
following structure: form, lemma, a Part-of-
Speech code with a code that determines lemma’s 
inflectional paradigm+various syntactic and se-
mantic markers: the grammatical information

For example, the lemma: sandre, sandra.
N1637+Nprop+Hum+First+sr:fs2v 
− sandre: the form recognized in the text 
− sandra: the lemma
− N:pos: in this case Noun
− Nprop: a marker with the value A Proper 
Noun
− Hum and First: semantic markers with the val-
ues  Human and First Name, respectively
− sr: a marker with the value Serbian language
− f – female grammatical gender
− s – singular 
− 2 – genitive case 
− v - animacy

electronic dictionaries of personal names are 
in the same format that is used for general lexica. 
this e-dictionary is based on an official list of 
Belgrade inhabitants dated from 1991 that can be 
considered representative of the entire republic of 
serbia. Due to the considerable number of errors 
in this record, we decided to use a threshold and to 
include only those personal names for which the 
frequency of usage passed that threshold in our 
dictionary. the most frequent 3,300 first names 
and 17,000 surnames were thus selected. Howev-
er, the dictionary of serbian personal names has 
been permanently expanded by adding unrecog-
nized personal names that occur in the analyzed 
texts. In addition to an e-dictionary for serbian 
names, we created an e-dictionary for english 
names transcribed into serbian, based on (prćić 
98). Names in this dictionary have the same form 
as entries in the e-dictionary of serbian names, 
except that the marker +sr is replaced by +eN.

2) the system that we will present in the fol-
lowing section was developed in the Unitex’s 
visual environment using a graph representation 
of Fsts, as a query constructed using regular 
expressions would be too complicated, cumber-
some and difficult to maintain. 

3) A pyramid from the basic graphs is built 
step by step. the extraction system is construct-
ed from numerous basic graphs that recognize 
the name and surname for each grammatical case 
and for both grammatical genders. these sub-
graphs are the basis of the pyramid. Above them 
are graphs that merge these basic graphs into 
two separate graphs that recognize female and 
male names. On top of these is the main graph 
that connects these two graphs into one unique 
graph. Following the same steps, a graph-pyra-
mid for english names transcribed into serbian 
was built. the final step is the connection of the 
two graphs, for serbian and english names into 
one supergraph, which recognizes full personal 
names in newspaper texts in serbian and is able 
to do so with high recallability and precision.
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8 The Construction of Automata
In order to recognize personal names proper-

ly, it is necessary to precisely model their usage. 
Our sophisticated graphs enable the recognition 
of different forms of personal names that are used 
in newspaper texts:

1. there are two possible orders of a first name 
and a surname: a name followed by a surname 
and a surname followed by a name. Our graph 
uses two lexical patterns. the lexical pattern that 
recognizes female names is <N+First+sr:fs1>, 
where N is a tag for nouns, First is a marker for 
first names, SR is a marker for the language, f 
is code for being of female gender, s is a code 
for the singular and 1 is a code for the case it 
falls in, which is the nominative in this ex-
ample. the lexical that recognizes surnames is 
<N+last+sr:s1>, in which all the markers and 
codes are the same as in the previous pattern, 
except that the marker +First is replaced with 
the marker for surnames +Last and the gender 
is not stated since all surnames in the diction-
ary are by default in the masculine gender. the 
graph that correctly recognizes the two orders of 
a first name and a surname for female names in 
the nominative case is given in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: the two possible orders of a name and a 
surname

2. the rules of the agreement between a first 
name and a surname are affected both by the gen-
der and the case:

a) Gender: the rules of the agreement between 
a first name and a last name depend both on their 
order and their grammatical gender. surnames in 
combination with male first names do not inflect 
when the order has a surname followed by a name 
(Jovanović marko, Jovanović marka, Jovanović 
marku...), while surnames inflect in the case in 

the reversed order (marko Jovanović, marka 
Jovanovića, marku Jovanoviću...); in both cases, 
the first names inflect. For female names, the or-
der of their first name and surname is of no conse-
quence: in both cases, surnames do not inflect while 
their first names inflect (milena Novaković, milene 
Novaković, mileni Novaković vs. Novaković mile-
na, Novaković milene, Novaković mileni...). the 
only exceptions are those female names of foreign 
origin that end in a consonant, like Ines, which 
normally do not inflect. these names are marked 
by +Const in the corresponding e-dictionary.

b) Agreement in case for masculine Names: 
this refers to case agreement when a surname 
follows a first name and when both a first name 
and a surname inflect. 

3. the optional usage of a title before a name. 
One subgraph gathers all titles which are fre-
quently used before a name or a surname (dr, ing, 
mr, etc.). this graph is not restrictive and even 
recognizes incorrectly written titles, as the analy-
sis of newspaper texts shows that many titles are 
often written incorrectly, for example dr. milena 
Novaković instead of dr milena Novaković.

4. the optional usage of a second surname. 
Adding a second surname after a marriage is not 
an unusual phenomenon in serbia. since women 
more frequently add their husbands’ surname to 
their maiden-names than vice versa, only an op-
tion that recognizes female full names in graphs 
was included. this option covers two possibili-
ties for connecting a surname, with or without a 
hyphen between two surnames. 

5. the optional usage of a nickname, between 
a first name and a surname, or after a surname. 
the lexical pattern that recognizes a woman’s 
nickname is <N+Nick+sr:fs1>, while the lexi-
cal pattern <N+Nick+sr:ms1> recognizes a 
man’s nickname. the new marker in these pat-
terns is +Nick which is used in the e-dictionary 
of serbian to mark a nickname.

6. the optional usage of a father’s name be-
tween a first name and a surname. this possibility 
is incorporated into graphs for personal names of 
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both gender, and the lexical pattern that recognizes 
a father’s name is <N+First+sr:ms2>. It should 
be noted that a father’s name is in the genitive case 
(2) because it must be used in the genitive regard-
less of the case the full name is in (sandra Miodra-
ga Gucul, sandre Miodraga Gucul, etc.). 

7. the optional usage of an initial of a father’s 
name between a first name and a surname. this 
possibility is also incorporated into graphs for 
both male and female personal names. the graph 
allows for two possible ways to write an initial 
correctly, with a point (sandra m. Gucul) or in-
correctly without a point (sandra m Gucul).

the subgraph shown in Figure 2 represents a 
synthesis of all which has been hereto stated for 
full female names in the nominative case. 

Figure 2: the subgraph IP_F_sr_1 that recognizes 
serbian female names in the nominative case.

When the graph in Figure 2 was applied to the 
corpus of The Economist,7 110 full female names 
in the nominative case were retrieved as a result, 
and some of them are given below.
že biti ažurnija’. Ana Trbović je napomenula da se 
otnu sredinu srbije Anđelka Mihajlov uručila je 9. jula 
i telekomunikacija Marija Rašeta-Vukosavljević prema
onačelnica Beograda Radmila Hrustanović “s druge stran
vredu u Vladi srbij Zora Simović kazala je da će sav 
nomist (v. str. 18) Vida Petrović Škero , sudija Vrhovnog
ik u tom parlamentu Verica Marković , ujedno potpredsed
ciju izvoza (sIepA) Jasna Matić pozvala je 13. maja 
enoloma “jelen Do” Milka Marinković izjavila je da je p
bu protiv korupcije Verica Barać izjavila je da je s

7 magazine “the economist” − texts collected from the on-
line version of the magazine (http://www.ekonomist.co.yu/) 
for the period of 2004-2005: the size of the corpus is 413,000 
words.

similarly, a subgraph was made for each 
case and differs only in the grammatical code 
for the case that corresponds to the form that 
we had wished to recognize from the subgraph 
presented. For example, instead of the lexical 
pattern <N+First+sr:fs1> that is used in the 
graph in Figure 2, the code for nominative 1 
was replaced by the code for the genitive case 
2: <N+First+sr:fs2> in the graph which recog-
nizes serbian female names in the genitive case. 

On a higher level of the built pyramid is a 
graph, which gathers graphs for full serbian fe-
male names in all cases. this graph is the repre-
sentation of the following regular expression: 
Ip_F_sr_1+ Ip_F_sr_2+ ... + Ip_F_sr_7 = Im_
Prez_F_sr

the same procedure was followed to con-
struct a high-level graph for serbian male names. 
the graph that recognizes serbian full names in 
all cases represents a combination of these two 
graphs (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3: the graph Im_prez_Fm_sr that recognizes 
serbian names of both genders.

searching the same corpus with this new 
graph yielded 1,368 matched sequences. some 
of the recognized full names are listed below. It 
should be noted that not all listed names are in 
the nominative case.
stituta iz Zagreba, dr Dragomir Vojnić , govori kako slove 
o je njihov advokat Dragan M. Repić .On je rekao da su 
svog predlagača. Milan Milo Radulović , kandidat stranke 
Oljoprivrede srbije Ivani Dulić-Marković poslat je dopis
a kakvim, po rečima prof. dr Radomira Simića sa rudar- 
 sko-geološ
nansija i ekonomije Božidarom Đelićem , koga će naslediti 
zacija se nastavlja Aleksandar Vlahović , ministar za privr
vine. po mišljenju Vesne Rakić Vodinelić njeno uvođenje
o je novog vlasnika Aleksu Zekanovića iz Valjeva, koji je 
Istorija finansija Vasilije J. Milić , “Novac, kredit
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the same procedure for building graphs from 
basic to the high-level ones for english names 
transcribed in serbian was repeated. Finally, 
by merging graphs that recognize serbian and 
english names into one single graph Im_Prez_
FM_all = Im_prez_Fm_sr + Im_prez_Fm_en, a 
supergraph was created, which recognizes ser-
bian and english full names in electronic texts 
in serbian. searching the same corpus with the 
supergraph produced 1,396 concordance lines:
 Buš zaista pobedio Ala Gora na izborima. Kako p
 objavljivanje pisma Slobodana T. Jovanovića iz Beograda u 
. Beranac Mihailo Milo Marković nastavnik, kao preds
, istakla je Pave Župan-Rusković , Hrvatska jedina
profesor ekonomije dr Antun Škundalić kaže: “Hrvatska ni
generalnog direktora Dragana Miladinovića da zabrani ulazak u
rs oko poželjnog. Alenu Grinspenu , predsedniku centr
inansijski direktor Džon Konors kaže da u kompaniji 
američki predsednik Džordž Buš . stranke moraju da 
ritanskog premijera Tonija Blera zbog njegove ratne

subgraphs and graphs can be combined in 
different ways depending on the purpose of the 
search or on the different requirements of the 
user. For example, if a user is looking only for 
women’s full names (serbian or english tran-
scribed into serbian) in serbian electronic texts, 
it is easy to produce a new graph by combining 
the simple graph that recognizes serbian female 
names in all cases (Im_prez_F_sr) with a similar 
graph that recognizes english female names tran-
scribed into serbian in all cases (Im_prez_F_en) 
by using a simple regular expression: 
Im_Prez_F_all = Im_prez_F_sr + Im_prez_F_en

constructed graphs and subgraphs can be 
used to accurately extract not only the full names 
of persons but also their functions or professions. 
We also constructed a set of graphs that recog-
nize various, functions, roles and professions by 
modeling the near context of recognized names. 
thanks to these graphs and the modularity of 
the entire system, the so-called “Achilles heel” 
of the system can be solved (to a certain extent). 
specifically, personal names that are not in the 
dictionary cannot be retrieved; however, these 

names can be retrieved by reversing the proce-
dure and looking at the near context of their rec-
ognized function or profession. Finally, our sys-
tem for full name recognition demonstrates high 
precision (most of the matching sequences are 
what we had been looking for) and a high recall 
(most of the required sequences are recognized). 
the precise analysis of these parameters falls out 
of the scope of this paper.

9 The Conclusion
the progress of computational linguistics in 

the last decade has greatly contributed to the study 
of linguistic phenomena and language in general. 
this research has been partially inspired by com-
puter science that has enabled the use of automated 
methods in Natural language processing (Nlp). 
Automated systems for retrieving information and 
their intelligent usage are widely used in various 
scientific domains in order to reduce information 
overload. One of the most important problems 
in information extraction is named entity recog-
nition. With the expansion of the area in which 
information extraction is applicable, the need for 
more precise recognition of named entities has 
been growing. three major topics have come 
into focus concerning the problem of named en-
tity recognition: the recognition of proper names 
(personal names, names of organizations and lo-
cations), time expressions (date and time) and the 
expression of quantity (percentage and monetary 
values). proper names as a subclass of named enti-
ties represent a significant part of the lexica of nu-
merous texts. Almost every text contains them and 
the number of personal names in use changes ev-
ery day, as new names become more frequent and 
some old names become obsolete. the problem 
with their recognition is rather complex and has 
been tried to be solved in many different ways by 
Nlp application designers. the presented model 
for the precise recognition of personal names can 
also be applied to the recognition of other named 
entities, such names of streets or organizations.
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